
 

 

 
Abstract—Iranian architects had creative ways for constructing 

the buildings in each climate. Some of these architectural elements 
were made under the ground. Shovadan is one of these underground 
spaces in hot-humid regions in Dezfoul and Shoushtar city that had 
special functions and characteristics. In this paper some subjects such 
as the history of Shovadan, its elements and effective factors in the 
formation of Shovadan in Dezfool city are discussed. 
 

Keywords—Architecture, Dezfoul city, Shovadan, southwest of 
Iran. 

I. HISTORY OF SHOVADAN 

CCORDING to the references that are used in this paper 
and by considering the formation time of Dezfoul city 

and some of its historical buildings that belong to the Sasani 
era, such as its historical bridge, the age of Shovadan is 
probably more than 1500 years. In addition its most famous 
mosque that belongs to the seventh Hijri century has a 
Shovadan. A lot of Dezfoul Shovadans had been used until 
Ghajar and Pahlavi era. 

After the invention of electrical coolers, the use of 
Shovadan reduced and it became unnecessary. Shovadan had 
been a derelict space before the war in 1980. But during the 
war time Shovadan became the best shelter for citizens. After 
finishing the war during two decades a lot of houses in Iranian 
cities were built. At this time a lot of Shovadans, for renewing 
old houses, were destructed and were filled with building 
wastes. Now some Shovadans are used as warehouses and 
some of them are derelict and useless [1]. 

II. INTRODUCTION OF SHOVADAN 
In Dezfoul and Shooshtar city only during short time of the 

year people can live comfortably but during other months of 
the year accessing to the air current and shade for reaching the 
comfortable conditions is a must. Furthermore setting up on 
stone texture and higher elevation of the city from the Dez 
River are some effective factors in the formation of Shovadan 
[2].  

Shovadan is a cool underground space in the traditional 
buildings of Dezfoul and Shooshtar cities that is constructed 
just by excavation because of the characteristics of the soil in 
these two cities. It does not have any constructional materials, 
just plastering is sometimes used for covering some parts of 
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the walls and there are not often any ornaments [1], [3]. Its 
depth is 5 to 12 meters under the ground surface. That is 
accessible by stairs [1], [2]. 

When the temperature of the outdoor spaces is more than 50 
degree centigrade the Shovadans temperature is 22 to 25°C. 
This moderate temperature is provided by the moderate 
temperature inside the ground [3]. Therefore, Shovadan 
provides the best shelter for people during the hot days in 
Dezfoul and Shooshtar cities [2], [3].  

Shovadan's temperature depends on its size and depth. The 
more depth and size it has, the more reduction and stability in 
the temperature occurs. The depth and size of Shovadan 
depends on the following factors: 
1) Size of the house, 
2) Type of the soil and limitation of the resistant layers, 
3) Financial capability of the landowner, 
4) The relationship among the neighbors [4]. 

Excavating Shovadan because of the suitable soil and low 
level of the underground water is a gift that is provided for 
people in these two cities and had conducted the creative 
architects to construct this space. Therefore life is possible 
during some hours of the day by the dense urban texture, 
narrow shady alleys and Sabats and during very hot hours of 
the day life is continued in Shovadan. Furthermore during 
some seasons the roofs of the buildings are used for sleeping. 
So life exists from the roof to Shovadan [1], [3]. 

A lot of Shovadans are connected to each other in such a 
way that a great part of the city has been connected as a group 
and causes an underground life to be formed beside the 
ordinary life on the ground. These connected Shovadans reach 
Dez River through the Shovadans of the houses next to the 
river [2].  

The most important factors in the formation of Shovadans 
are the low level of the underground water and suitable soil for 
excavation [1], [4].  

III. CLIMATIC AND GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATIONS OF DEZFOUL 

CITY 

Dezfoul is located in the south west of Iran. It is in the 
eastern side of the Dez River and in the southwestern part of 
the Zagros Mountains. This city is between the Zagros 
Mountains and Khouzestan plain that reaches Persian Gulf [1]. 
Therefore, it has climatic conditions between the conditions of 
the desert cities (hot–arid climate) and cities along the Persian 
Gulf [1], [5].  

Sometimes in summer the air temperature gets higher than 
50 degree centigrade and because it is about 250 kilometers 
away from the Persian Gulf, it has hot–semi humid climate. 
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